
Guide to Using the Watermark Logo

When designing communications, templates, and graphics for Watermark, it is helpful to
understand the tools of our brand identity. Read through this guide to understand how to use the
Watermark logo.

Get to Know Watermark’s Brandmark

Our brandmark is a simple piece of symbolism that signifies our company’s mission. The triangles
joining together around a lens-like center represents how our solutions bring data into focus,
helping institutions gain meaningful insights. There are multiple versions of our brandmark so that
it can be tailored to fit a range of purposes. .

Standard Brandmark

This is the most common configuration of the brandmark. Use this artwork to bring out the best
legibility of the name and for spaces which complement a horizontal logo.

Best Practices

1. Clear Space
The clear-space around the mark in which no copy, photos, elements, color or page breaks
can enter is equivalent to 3 logo triangles (or facets) around all sides of the artwork.



2. Minimum Size
You may scale the brandmark as large as is permitted or possible to a situation but when
reducing its size, the width of the type may never go below 3/4" (72 pixels).

Incorrect Uses

The Watermark brandmark artwork should never be altered, have add-ons or appear as a
read-through. We kindly request that you do not:

1. Change the color

2. Separate
(Please always use the symbol and text of the brandmark together.)



3. Change the text style

4. Stretch the logo or alter its dimensions

5. Create lockups

6. Crowd the brandmark with other images/text



Brandmark Configurations

The Watermark brandmark is constructed in different configurations. They are used in various
communications relative to their own templates or design.

1. Standard brandmark configuration

2. Stacked brandmark configuration
A reversed version of our full mark for use on dark backgrounds. The stacked brandmark
can be applied for spatial or visual reasons. Common places the stacked brandmark is used
may be clothing, signage, and lockups with other brand entities.

The standard and stacked brandmarks  are perfect for websites, newspapers, or sponsored
endorsements. However, there may be situations where a grayscale brandmark is needed, for
example if print quality will not accurately display the colors of the traditional standard or stacked
artwork.



3. Grayscale brandmarks
Use grayscale brandmarks for creative reasons or if appearing as a third party brand with
other gray logos.

4. Symbol alone
On rare occasions, such as decorative environments or favicons, the Watermark symbol might
appear alone without type. Do not apply this version of the mark without explicit permission
from Watermark Marketing.


